Buying a Home

buyer Consultation
The Most Important step
discuss Wants and Needs
define Timeline
Provide preferred lender contacts
What to expect In the current market
Commitment Monies and Multiple Offers
working with a real estate Agent
buyer agency agreement

Searching for your home
Partnering for Success
communication is Key
Concierge Search
Jumping out for showings
Virtual Showings
Comparable Market Analysis
Feedback
Staying on Track
Market Updates
Offer strategy
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Making an Offer
after finding the perfect home, we will guide you
through the process of making your best offer.
Reviewing Comparable Sales.
Discussing Pros and Cons
Offer Terms: Purchase Price, Commitment Monies,
Closing Attorney, Personal Property, Closing
Costs, Home Warranty, Time Period, etc.
What to Expect! Once presented, the seller can
accept, reject, counter the offer, or call for an
offer deadline.
Once successfully negotiated and fully executed,
we are officially Under Contract and checks are
due!

under contract/financing

Contract to Close & what to expect from our team
Delivering Due Diligence and Earnest Money.
Delivering the fully executed contract to the
lender and attorney of your choice.
Scheduling Inspections which may Include: Full home,
radon, pest, septic, well, survey, HVAC, and engineer.
Reviewing Inspections and Getting Quotes If needed.
Presenting Request to Seller and Negotiating repairs.
receive Appraisal from lender
Cooperating with lender to make sure your loan Is
on Track.
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pending period
Heading to Closing & How We will prepare
buyer contacts utility companies and transfers
services Into their name as of the day of closing.
buyer obtains property Insurance several weeks
before closing.
seller completes repairs that were agreed upon
on the due diligence request.
final walk through Is made prior to closing to
review repairs and ensure the home has been
emptied and cleaned.
review the closing disclosure with your agent
once provided by the closing attorney.
Contact the Closing attorney directly for
wiring Instructions.
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the closing process
Congratulations! It's time to make It official!
closing will take place at the attorney's office.
Plan for the closing to take 30-60 minutes depending
on the lenders closing packet.
the buyer's funds and the funds from the lender will be
the wired to the closing attorney.
After signing the closing documents and receiving all
funds, The attorney must send the documents back to
the lender for review before getting the go ahead to
record. This process can take 2-4 hours.
The attorney will advise us when we are on record and
the home Is officially yours.
please schedule movers, painters, contractors, Internet
providers, etc., for at least 4 hours post closing.
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We look forward to winning
you as A client for life.

TB Realty Team Family
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Words from our clients
“I loved working with Teresa and her team. They always kept me in mind when
something that fit my ideal home came up--and were quick to get me in to see
properties before all the viewings were full. Teresa also went above and
beyond to connect with her network to find homes not yet on the market.
She was there and patient from start to finish, and was clear about the next
steps during the home buying process. The TB team were the ideal house
hunters in this stressful market. If needed, I would go to her again in a
heartbeat.”
-Kirsten
Jackson was great. As we spent a great deal of time via email and phone
interacting with Jackson before we went out to NC to house hunt, Jackson
was on his game when we arrived. His knowledge of the area, the pocket
neighborhoods and home values was very helpful. He was there for us as
long and as often as we needed and his educating us on the NC real estate
process was invaluable. A super Buyer’s Agent.
“Claudia was an absolutely amazing agent. We had such a unique
circumstance and she continually bent over backwards for us when we
had to be out of state, had issues with our bank, and had to delay closing.
Claudia was personable, sincere, and dedicated from day one. If we need to
move again within the area, she’s the only agent we’ll use.”
-Kristina
“Jennifer Brandenburg & TB Realty Team at Keller Williams Realty Elite are
outstanding! This current realty market is so unusual and Jennifer worked
very hard to help me find a new home that is just right for me. I was
relocating to Winston Salem from the coast - a four hour drive. Properties
were selling so quickly that I had no chance to view a property before it was
gone. Jennifer offered video tours which were extremely helpful. She was
extremely responsive and went above & beyond to help with my search. With
her help, I found the ideal home. Melissa also reached out with information &
next steps after my offer was accepted. I felt supported in every way by
Jennifer & the team at KW Elite. I couldn't be happier!”
-Marsha
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